**DIAMOND SHIELD** will strengthen all acrylic floor finishes and produce durability never before imagined. It has been proven in the field to create a lustrous “wet look” shine.

- **AMAZING PROTECTION**
- **UNBELIEVABLE REFLECTION**
- **NON-SLIP**
- **ELIMINATE BUILDUP**
- **REDUCES THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS**

**DIAMOND SHIELD** is an amazing HARD SURFACE EXTRACTION CONCENTRATE, floor protection product recommended for all high traffic areas, retail and commercial environments.

All ingredients in Diamond Shield are biodegradable, non-toxic, have low aquatic impact, and are derived from sustainable sources.
Diamond Shield

Environmental Specialists . . . “Overall your product has offered our facility improved appearance and safety with reduced labor.”

Commercial, retail, schools and hospitals will improve appearance and increase safety.

How it works:
Diamond Shield - 2 ounces per gallon in cold water will clean and shine your floors. Damp mop and use a high speed burnisher of 1500 rpm and up. Your floors will be enhanced to an amazing level of shine!
Diamond Shield Neutral Cleaner - 1/4 oz. per gallon of cold water.
Diamond Shield Spray Buff - 1 oz. in qt. bottle, fill with water.

Benefits of Diamond Shield

• Will increase shine on existing floors
• Floors will be non-slip
• No more dusting
• Reduce pad use by 50% - 75%
• Will reduce stripping by increasing durability of floors
• Will renew badly worn floors
• Reduce labor
• Reduce use of floor products dramatically
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